
South Lakeland District Council 

Cabinet 

Wednesday, 18 January 2023 

Replacement of Ten Resource Recovery (Recycling) 
Vehicles 

 

Portfolio:   Customer and Locality Services Portfolio Holder 

Report from:  Section 151 Officer 

Report Author: Andrew Vickers – Delivery and Commercial Officer 

Wards:  (All Wards); 

Forward Plan: Key Decision included in the Forward Plan published on 10 January 
2023 

Links to Council Plan Priorities:  

Working across boundaries – N/A 

Delivering a balanced community –N/A 

A fairer South Lakeland – N/A 

Addressing the climate emergency – Ensuring significant waste reduction sent to landfill 
 

1.0 Expected Outcome and Measures of Success 

1.1 The purchase of 10 (ten) new Resource Recovery Vehicles to collect recyclables from 
the kerbside. This will enable the Street Scene service to continue providing a service 
to collect materials that have been segregated by residents for recycling. 

2.0 Recommendation 

2.1 It is recommended that Cabinet:- 

(1) approves the purchase of 10 (ten) new Resource Recovery Vehicles to 
the recommended bidder being the most economically advantageous 
tender, as detailed in the Part II Appendix to this report; 

(2) Delegate authority to the Director of Customer and Commercial Services 
in consultation with the Specialist Procurement Officer and Lead 
Specialist Legal Governance and Democracy (Monitoring Officer) to enter 
into the appropriate contract on behalf of the Council with the successful 
bidder 



3.0 Background and Proposals 

Please note that in accordance with Section 100B (2) of the Local Government Act 
1972, copies of the appendix to this report are excluded from inspection by members 
of the public as they contain information as described in Schedule 12A of the Act, as 
amended by the Local Government (Access to Information) (Variation) Order 2006, as 
follows:- 

- Paragraph 3 - Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any 
particular person (including the authority holding that information). 

 

In all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption 
outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information.   

 

3.1 The Council has been collecting segregated recyclables from the kerbside since 
2003.The services was re-designed in 2015 to include the collection of plastic and 
card, along with paper, glass and cans. The householder sorts the materials into boxes 
and bags, which are then emptied into collection pods on the vehicles. 

3.2 The current fleet of vehicles are up to 10-years old and have exceeded their expected 
operational life are now requiring significant maintenance and repairs to remain in 
service and are now due to be replaced as detailed within the Council’s Vehicle and 
Plant Programme. 

3.3 A detailed evaluation of the vehicle options available has been undertaken; and the 
recommended vehicles considered the best option to meet the current and future 
needs of the service. The vehicles are most compliant with the advertised specification, 
and will allow continuity of service to households in the South Lakeland area. 

3.4 The collection method used in South Lakeland complies with current Government 
guidance for kerbside recycling; which recommends kerbside sort systems. This 
maintains a high quality of materials; which enhances the value of the materials, helps 
minimise processing costs; and reduces the risk of contaminated loads. 

3.5 The capacity of each compartment on the vehicle has been designed in conjunction 
with the operatives that deliver the collection service. The new vehicles will have a 
greater capacity than the equivalent existing vehicles that are being replaced. This will 
provide some scope to handle the increased volumes of materials collected at peak 
periods; including Bank Holidays. 

3.6 Operational trials proved that this specification and model of vehicle was suitable for 
the areas of South Lakeland where the vehicles will operate. 

3.7 The body of each vehicle will enable each container to be emptied directly into the 
appropriate compartment. The card and plastic/can compartments include compaction 
functions to enable a greater capacity of materials than a vehicle without a compaction 
system. 

3.8 The vehicle has a material self-discharging system; which improves the speed of 
emptying and reduces the risk of accidents during the emptying process. The operation 
is controlled directly by remote control from the cab. 

3.9 The vehicles will be fitted with speed limiters and a range of safety features; including 
CCTV camera systems and reversing assistance. 

3.10 The vehicles will be fitted with cab roof air deflectors to reduce wind resistance and 
improve fuel efficiency; thus lowering CO2 emissions. 

3.11 Most of the body of the vehicle is recyclable at the end of life. 

  



4.0 Appendices Attached to this Report 

Appendix No. Name of Appendix 

1 Part II – award of contract – tender report 

5.0 Consultation 

5.1 Representatives from the Team Leaders, drivers, operatives and the Fleet 
Maintenance department; who will use the vehicles have participated in the drafting of 
the advertised specifications and evaluation of the demonstrator vehicles; and the 
evaluation of the tenders received. 

5.2 Senior Officers for Westmorland and Furness Council including the Monitoring Officer,  
Section 151 officer and incoming Director for Thriving Places have been consulted on 
the proposed procurement and they have confirmed their agreement to SLDC 
progressing the recommendations for Cabinet decision on the 8th March . 

  

6.0 Alternative Options 

6.1 The option of not purchasing vehicles is not recommended as the vehicles currently in 
use have exceeded their expected operational life. 

6.2 The option of using alternative collection methods is not recommended as this would 
require the introduction of an alternative system for kerbside collection and the storage 
of recyclables by householders. 

7.0 Implications 

Financial, Resources and Procurement 

7.1.1 The 5-year Capital Programme provides for the purchase of these vehicles in 2023/24, 
which is consistent with the expected delivery date of the vehicles. 

7.1.2 Due to the impending changes under Local Government Re-organisation in Cumbria, 
the Council must comply with the Direction of the Secretary of State under section 24 
of the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 (“the Direction”).  
The Direction requires the Council to have the consent of the Westmorland and 
Furness Shadow Authority to, amongst other things, enter into a capital contract under 
which the consideration payable by the Council exceeds £1,000,000 or includes a term 
which allows the consideration payable to be varied; or enter into non-capital contract 
under which the consideration payable by the Council exceeds £100,000 and the term 
of the contract extends beyond 01 April 2023 or may be extended beyond that date.  
In turn the Westmorland and Furness Shadow Authority has issued a general consent 
for the purposes of the direction (“the General Consent”) meaning that provided a 
proposed contract is within scope of the General Consent, the Council does not need 
to apply for individual consent.  The General Consent includes consent for capital 
contracts for which the maximum consideration payable does not exceed £2,000,000 
and which do not contain terms which allow the consideration to be varied to exceed 
that amount.    

In light of the value of the contract referred to in the Part II appendix report, further 
consent is not needed in this case.  



7.1.3  Procurement 

7.1.4 This matter has been included on the Procurement Schedule approved by Cabinet and 
Council. 

7.1.5 In accordance with Rule 7.4 - 7.7 of the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules, the 
procurement was undertaken strictly in accordance with the requirements of the Public 
Contracts Regulations 2015.  The ESPO Framweork 215_20 issue 5 was used.  Public 
notices for the contract were placed on the chest to organisations on the framework 
on 10th January 2023 and electronically transmitted via the e-tendering portal, The 
Chest  .   

7.1.6 The specification was issued to the suppliers on the framework via the Proactis e-
tendering portal, The Chest, on 10 January 2023 with a submission deadline of 3 
February 2023.   Responses to the tenders were evaluated on 17th February 2023 by 
the Delivery and Commercial Officer and  Case Management Officer (Support 
Services). A summary of the scores and a preferred supplier has been identified in the 
Part II Appendix. 

7.1.7 In this instance the procurement was carried out using a framework. 

7.1.8  With regard to LGR, all prospective tenderers were notified of the circumstances of 
Local Government Re-organisation within Cumbria.   

Human Resources 

7.2.1 There are no direct staffing issues identified that would affect SLDC employees. 

7.2.2 All operational staff using the new vehicles will receive general training on the safe 
operation of equipment. 

Legal 

7.3.1 In accordance with Rule 2.2.5 of the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules, this report 
seeks approval from Cabinet to award a contract to the recommended bidder being 
the most economically advantageous tender, as noted in the Tender report in the Part 
II Appendix 1.  The matter has also been on the Forward Plan.   Approval is sought to 
enter into the appropriate contract (in consultation with the Procurement Specialist and 
the Lead Specialist Legal Governance and Democracy (Monitoring Officer). 

7.3.2 Legal Governance and Democracy Specialists will advise on the contract 
documentation.  

Health and Sustainability Impact Assessment 

7.4 Have you completed a Health and Sustainability Impact Assessment 

Yes (not attached as appendix)  



7.5 Summary of Health and Sustainability Impacts 

 Positive Neutral Negative Unknown 

Environment 
and Health 

Greenhouse gases 
emissions 

  X  

 Air Quality   X  

 Biodiversity  X   

 Impacts of Climate 
Change 

X    

 Reduced or zero 
requirement for energy, 
building space, materials 
or travel 

 X   

 Active Travel  X   

Economy and 
Culture 

Inclusive and sustainable 
development 

 X   

 Jobs and levels of pay  X   

 Healthier high streets  X   

 Culture, creativity and 
heritage 

 X   

Housing and 
Communities 

Standard of housing  X   

 Access to housing  X   

 Crime  X   

 Social connectedness  X   

Equality and Diversity 

7.6 Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis?  

Yes (not attached as appendix) 

7.7 If you have not completed an Impact Analysis, please explain your reasons: N/A 



7.8 Summary of Equality and Diversity impacts 

Please indicate: P = Positive impact; 0 = Neutral; N = Negative; Enter “X” 

Age P  0 X N  

Disability P  0 X N  

Gender reassignment (transgender) P  0 X N  

Marriage & civil partnership P  0 X N  

Pregnancy & maternity P  0 X N  

Race/ethnicity P  0 X N  

Religion or belief P  0 X N  

Sex/gender P  0 X N  

Sexual orientation P  0 X N  

Armed forces families P  0 X N  

Rurality P  0 X N  

Socio-economic disadvantage P  0 X N  

 

Risk Management Consequence Controls required 

Not replacing existing vehicles 

that have exceeded their 

expected operational life 

The Authority will not be 

able to provide services to 

meet public expectation 

and legislative 

requirements.  

Unreliable vehicles, 

resulting in downtime and 

disruption to services. 

Adverse impact on the 

reputation of the Authority. 

New vehicles are procured 

or rented to enable service 

continuity. 

Contact Officers 

Frankie Flannigan, Operational Lead Service Delivery 01539 793165 email 
f.flannigan@southlakeland.gov.uk 

Background Documents Available 

Name of Background document Where it is available 

N/A  



Tracking Information 

Signed off by Date sent Date Signed off 

Section 151 Officer 8 February 2023 27/02/2023 

Monitoring Officer 8 February 2023 23/02/2023 

CMT  16/02/2023 

 

Circulated to Date sent 

Lead Specialist N/A 

Human Resources Lead Specialist N/A 

Communications Team N/A 

Leader N/A 

Committee Chairman N/A 

Portfolio Holder 8 February 2023 

Ward Councillor(s) N/A 

Committee  

Executive (Cabinet)  

Council  

 


